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અંગે્રજી 
 
 

તજજ્ઞશ્રીઓ 
          (૧) શ્રી જમીલહસૈુન ખણશુિયા.........શ્રી બી.કે.સરકારી શિદ્યાલય,ગોધરા 
          (૨) શ્રી કે.પી.ચૌહાણ.......................શ્રી માનકુિા હાઇસ્કુલ, માનકુિા 

(૩) શ્રી મનોજભાઈ લહુાર...............શ્રી એમ.એસ.િી.હાઇસ્કુલ,માધાપર             

(૪) શ્રી બીપીન ગરિા....................શ્રી તલુસી શિદ્યામદંિર, નાના ભાડીયા                                                                       
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              IMPORTANT QUESTIONS FOR- MARCH-15 
PART-A 

                                                                                                                     

Read the following extracts and answer the questions selecting the most 

appropriate options:-                              (07) 

* Every afternoon ………………….the owner of the garden was not there in    

   his castle. 

(1) Whose garden was it? 

      (a) the Giant (b) children (c) the Giant’s friend (d) private 

(2) The word 'castle' means...... 

      (a) A big house (b) a palace (c) a fort (d) a small house 

* Hello, I'm Bob from England………………………, the industrial revolution    

   began in our country. 

(3) Bob is a........... student. 

     (a) X (b) XI (c) IX (d) XII 

(4) Who is Bob's favorite cricketer ? 

     (a) Sehwag (b) Dhoni (c) Sachin (d) Ponting 

* It is said that most …………. It may result in hearing loss. 

(5) At what range do people usually speak? 

     (a) 35to45 (b) 45to85 (c) 65 to75 (d) 45to75 

(6) Hearing loss is caused when sound is above........ dbs. 

     (a) 65dbs (b) 45dbs (c) 85dbs (d) 75dbs 

* Aarti: I was watching the news on T.V…………They had to adjust their        

   clocks and become fit. 

(7) Who interviewed the manager? 

     (a) Journalist (b) Aarti (c) Sports man (d) Viewer 
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Shepherd: But in this case I do need your permission………………………… 

…………………………………………..……… how closely I resemble you. 

(8) Who wants to lend Abbot’s robe for a few days? 

     (a)King (b) Shepherd (c) Queen (d) priest 

(9) Here ‘resemble’ means…….. 

     (a) look like (b) look at (c) look for (d) look in to 

* It was the most beautiful bike and it belonged ………………………..…… 

………………………….…Overnight Bunty had become a prince among us. 

 (10) Whose bike was it? 

        (a) Bunty (b) Monty (c) Bunty’s uncle (d) Bunty’s aunt 

(11) Who had become a prince ? 

        (a) Bunty (b) Bunty’s uncle (c) Monty (d) Bunty’s aunt 

* "Her all parts should be movable and replaceable………… 

……………………………. should have three pairs of eyes." 

(12) Whose all parts should be movable and replaceable? 

       (a) His (b) Her (c) My (d) Your 

(13) "From a broken leg to a broken heart means .......... 

      (a) weak leg and weak heart.  (b) weak leg and strong heart 

      (c) whole body                       (d) weak part of body 

* Dear Col. Sinha, 

  Thank you for your letter. …………………………….……..looking for food. 

(14) Whose dog runs round looking for food ? 

       (a) Mr. Sinha (b) Mr. Rathod (c) Col. Sinha (d) Col. Rathod 

* King John ruled over England seven hundred years ago. ……………………. 

   ……………………………………... So the king summoned him to his court. 
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(15) The Abbot of Canterbury was the ...... in England. 

       (a)Priest (b) priests (c) king (d) kings 

(16) Who was displeased with the Abbot of Canterbury? 

        (a)Abbot (b) king john (c) servant (d) Queen 

*Bunty's uncle had come from Mumbai riding the ………………………..…… 

………………………………………………..we could eye at the blue wonder. 

(17) Who had come from Mumbai ? 

       (a) Bunty’s uncle (b) Bunty (c)Bunty’s aunt (d) Bunty’s Father 

(18) How long was he staying ? 

        (a) one week (b) three weeks (c) three months (d) three days 

 The angel shook his head slowly and said…………………...………………… 

…………………………………………………………… Lord looked puzzled. 

(19) Who shook his head slowly? 

        (a) the angel (b) mother (c) Lord (d) the goddess 

(20) Find out the similar words for puzzled 

       (a) possible (b) impossible (c) confused (d) saw 

* Making mistakes is natural. …………………………………….. 

…………… I should also be ready to accept mistakes of others. 

(21) Without losing heart means.... 

        (a) Keeping courage (b) keeping discourage  

        (c) losing heart           (d) keeping victorious heart. 

 I'm Jenna from Canada, the second largest country in area in the world. I'm 

interested in classical music of India soI have come here.  
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(22) How big is Canada? 

       (a) bigger than any other country (b) smaller than any other country 

       (c) the second largest country in the world  

       (d) one of the largest countries in the world. 

(23) Jenna interested in …… 

       (a) Sports (b) Songs (c) Music (d) Classical music 

 From there we shall go to Vivekananda Rock Memorial at ……………….…. 

…………………..…………an important role in the freedom struggle of India. 

(24) The Arabian Sea and the Indian Ocean meet at………….. 

       (a) Ahmadabad (b) West Bengal (c) Kanya kumari (d) Kashmir 

(25) Who founded Gandhi Ashram in Ahmedabad? 

      (a)Gandhiji (b) Vivekanand (c) Sardar Vallabhbhai (d) Jawaharlal Nehru 

Aarti : I was watching the news on T.V. …………………….. 

………………… They had to adjust their clocks and become fit. 

(26) How can the players become fit ? 

       (a) By adjusting their clocks (b)By watching the news on T.V.  

        (c) By adjusting with the new environment (d) By taking part in the event 

after a week 

Ranjan: Mummy, I'm going to Kiran's house. I'll be late. But ……………But 

why do you go there every other day? You can... 

(27) Where is Ranjan going? 

       (a) Kiran’s house (b) her mother’s house  

       (c) her father’s house (d) none of these. 
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Some important synonyms from lessons and poems 

(1) ‘wander’ means ‘roam’  (2) ‘blossoms’ means ‘bloom’ 

(3)  ‘smell’ means fragrance’(4)  ‘frightened’ means ‘scared’                                     

(5) ‘hard’ means ‘difficult’   (6) ‘in turn’ means ‘one by one’(7) 

(8) ‘stared’ means ‘gazed’    (9) ‘intolerable’ means ‘unbearable’ 

(10) ‘used to’ means  ‘habituated’(11) ‘unique’ means ‘only one of its kind’  

(12) ‘usually’ means ‘generally’(13) ‘share’ means  ‘part’ 

(14) ‘principle’ means ‘theory’ (15) ‘blurred’ means  ‘unclear’ 

(16) ‘promptly’ means ‘immediately’ (17) ‘curiosity’ means ‘desire to some 

thing’ (18)’stream’ means ‘brook’ OR ‘rill’ (19) ‘queer’ means  ‘unusual’ 

(20)’destiny’ means ‘fate’ (21) ‘glanced’ means  ‘looked at’ (22)’confused’ 

means ‘puzzled’ (23) ‘heap’ means  ‘pile’ 

Read the following stanza and answer the questions selecting 

the proper alternatives. (03) 

I stood waiting for alms………..……I felt the luck of my life had come at last. 

(1) The beggar was waiting for……….. 

      (a) Me (b) You (c) Alms (d) Wealth 

(2) What is scattered all over? 

      (a) Alms (b) Wealth (c) Water (d) Food 

(3) Who felt that the luck of his life had come at last? 

     (a) The beggar (b) The chariot (c) You (d) He 

If you can't be a highway, then …………….Be the best of whatever you are ! 

(4) If you can’t be the sun…. 

      (a) be a trail (b) be a winter (c) be the best (d) be a star 

(5) …… whatever you are 

      (a) Be the worst (b) be the best (c) Be good (d) Be the kindest 
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(6) The word 'trail' rhymes with ............  

      (a) Highway (b) star (c) are (d) fail 

The woods are lovely, dark and deep ………….and miles to go before I sleep. 

(7) How are the woods? 

    (a) lovely (b) dangerous (c) lovely, dark and deep (d) dark 

(8) The poet has …….to keep. 

    (a) words (b) promises (c) dog (d) camel 

(9) The poet has ……to go. 

     (a) meters (b) kilometer (c) miles (d)long distance 

Fill in the blanks in the following passage selecting the most appropriate 

Forms of verbs given against number.(31 to 35)                                     (5) 

While he… 31... For the train, he….32…. someone …33….. Him. When he 

Turned back, he …34…. Akshay who….35…. him with his admission . 

(31)  (a) wait (b) waited (c) was waiting (d) waits 

(32)  (a) hear (b) hears (c) was hearing (d) heard 

(33)  (a) called (b) had been calling (c) was calling (d) calling 

(34)  (a) saw (b) sees (c) see (d) had seen 

(35)  (a) had helped (b) was helping (c) helps (d) helped 

Once there……31… a great emperor. His army…32…… in a battle. He … 

33……and hid in a house. As he sat there, he …34…… sad. At that time he 

noticed an ant trying…35.. a grain. 

(31) (a) was (b)were (c)is (d)are 

(32) (a) was defeated (b) defeated (c) defeat (d)defeats 

(33) (a) escaped (b) escapes (c) escaping (d) is escaped 

(34) (a) feels (b) felt(c)feeling (d) has felt 

(35) (a) to pull (b) pulled (c) pulling (d) pulls 
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* Fill in the blanks in the following passage selecting the most 

 Appropriate forms of words given against number 36 to 38.                  (03) 

We never lose –36-- and behave –37—even with the –38— 

36. (a) origin (b) original (c) originality (d) originate 

37. (a) natural (b) nature (c) naturally (d) with nature 

38. (a) Familiars (b) strangers (c) criminals (d)friends and relatives 

A…36…was organized in our college to find out the best actor/actress/dancer. 

Many boys and girls …37…in different events. Our activity teacher watched 

every…38…very closely. 

(36)  (a) compete    (b) competition (c) complete      (d) completion 

(37)  (a) participate (b) participated (c) participation (d) participle 

(38)  (a) participle   (b) particle         (c) participant   (d) parted 

The final one day match of the Hero cup was very …..36……but India beat Sri 

Lanka very….37……Dhavan played a …..38……inning. 

(36) (a) interest (b) interesting (c) interested (d) was interested 

(37) (a) easily (b) easy (c) easier (d) more easily 

(38) (a) wonder (b) wonderful (c) wonderfully (d) wonder less 

Replace the underlined words/phrases selecting the most appropriate 

options given against number 39 to 41.                                                      (03)  

 Some important words/phrases 

(1)    ‘on and on’ = ‘continuously’ (2)’finally’= ‘at last’(3) ‘abandoned’= ‘left’ 

(4) ‘took part’ = ‘participated’(5) ‘passed through’= ‘bore’= ‘suffered’                    

(6)  ‘hardships’  = ‘difficulties’ (7) ‘sacrificed’= ‘laid down’ (8) ‘lot of’= ‘good 

deal of’ (9) ‘pleased’= ‘happy’(10) ‘met= ‘came across’ (11) ‘looking for’= 

‘searching for’(12) ‘was fond of’= ‘liked’ (13) ‘carry out’= ‘follow’(14) ‘look 

after’= ‘take care of’ (15)’ blunder’= ‘mistake’(16) ‘at length’ = ‘in detail’ 
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Fill in the blanks in the following passage selecting the most appropriate 

conjunctions given against the number.                                                     (03) 

Mr. Shah has been living in our area….42….many years… ..43…..no one 

Knows him, ….44……he has lack of social attachment. 

(42)  (a)  since (b)for (c) before (d) after 

(43)  (a)  so     (b) yet (c) as (d) therefore 

(44)  (a) because (b) therefore (c) as (d) so 

 

I agree ..42.. my friend ..43.. says ..44.. gardens are important. 

(42) (a) with (b) by (c) on (d) in 

(43) (a) whom (b) who (d) whom (d) Which 

(44) (a) who (b) which )c) that (d) whose 

* Fill in the blanks in the following passage selecting the most appropriate       

   options given against the numbers.                                                         (06) 

Dipak, Amish and Tirth are…..45…..friends. We could say that they know 

and dislike …....46…very…..47….Though they are naughty they are good 

…...48.… studies. They insult their teachers and disobey their instructions.  

But sometimes they keep …49…talking during the class and help …..50….. 

students. 

(45)  (a) well (b) good (c) better (d) best 

(46)  (a) one another (b) each other (c) other (d) the others 

(47)  (a) many (b) any (c) much (d) some 

(48)  (a) in (b) at (c) to (d) into 

(49)  (a) on (b) in (c) with (d) into 

(50)  (a) other (b) others (c) the other (d) the others 
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---45---most courageous man is he---46---always stands---47---the people of 

his nation. He is never---48---by struggles and calamities. Such man must---

49---the people who are---50---in many ways. 

45  (a) a (b) an (c) the (d) the other 

46  (a) who (b) which (c) when (d) why 

47  (a) on (b) by (c) with (d) above 

48  (a) discouraged (b) encouraged (c) courage (d) courageous 

49  (a) leaders (b) lead (c) mislead (d) leader 

50 (a) ignorance (b) ignorant (c) ignore (d) ignored 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

End of Part - A 
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MODEL QUESTION PAPER WITH ANSWERS  

 
 English                                                                                                                             Std. 10                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

 Marks - 50 

 

  Instructions:-  

 (1) All the questions are compulsory. 

 (2) All objective questions carry equal mar 

       (3) Before each question in your OMR sheet, option A O, B O, CO, and D O, have been 

      given. Choose the right option by making the circle dark. 

 

Read the following extracts and answer the questions  selecting the most appropriate 

options.                     07                              

             Abhishek, the guide said: The dinosaur will enter from the left. You can look at it for five 

minutes. You can shoot it with your camera. 

(1) Who was the guide ? 

      (A) Mr. Rana (B) Abhishek  (C) Amogh (D) Jignesh 

(2)  ’The dinosaur will enter from the……..   

       (A) right  (B) east (C) west (D) left 

 

 On the third day , I heard the noise of an aircraft. I yelled Help …Help ! Over and over again ,  

 but in  vain. 

    (3) What did Juliane hear on the third day ? 

          (A) Noise of animals (B) noise of river (C) noise of an aircraft (D) noise of people 

    (4)  The word ‘Yelled’ means…. 

          (A) yellow (B) shouted (C) danced (D) help 

 

One day the Giant came back. He had been with his friend. He was away for many 

years. As soon as he returned to his castle, he saw the children playing in the garden. "What 

are you all doing here/"he shouted angrily. The children ran away. "This is my own garden, and 

I  will allow nobody to come here", said the Giant. 

Questions: 

(5)  When the Giant returned to his castle, he saw the children…………in the garden. 

      (A) playing (B) singing (C) dancing (D) running 

 

PART- A 
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(6)  The Giant was away……  

     (A) With his cousins (B) with his friend (C) with his father (D) with his relatives 

 

Her all parts should be movable and replaceable too. She has a lap that disappears when she 

stands up. I have to put a kiss that can cure everything from a broken leg to a broken heart. 

Moreover, she has to have six pairs of hands. 

 

(7)  She has a lap that disappears when she ……………..   . 

      (A)  Plays (B) talks (C) walks (D) stands up 

 

Read the following passage and answer the questions selecting the most appropriate 

options.                                                                                                                                      05        

     Know your limits: 

          Yudhishthira continued to climb up the mountain – path. When he was at the end of his 

journey, he saw a strange light all around him. He recognized Indra, the king of gods,, coming 

towards him in his chariot. When he came close, Indra stepped down from the chariot and said, 

Yudhishthira “Get into the chariot, Yudhishthira. I have come here to take you to heaven. ”But 

Yudhishthira refused to do so because he did not want to heaven without his brothers and 

Draupadi. He, therefore said, ”If they do not come with me, I will not go with you.” 

 
(8) Yudhishthira  refused to go to heaven without……                                                               

(A)  Dog (B) Draupadi (C) his brothers (D) his brothers and Draupadi  

(9) Indra was the………    

           (A) King of gods (B) king (C) god (D) Yudhishthira’s friend . 

      10 ‘identified ‘ means……… . 

           (A) strange (B) recognized  (C) refused  (D)  enjoyment 

      (11) At the end of the journey , Yudhishthira saw.. …………. 

           (A) his father Dharma (B) fearful faces (C) his wife Draupadi (D) a strange light . 

      (12) Went on means ………….. 

             (A) stopped (B) started (C) continued (D)stepped down . 

 

 Read the following passage and answer the questions selecting the most appropriate 

options.                                                                                                                                      05       

            By one of his outstanding experiments he proved that the plants also feel intoxication on 

giving some narcotic . He also proved that the activities of plants occurred with energy gathered 
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by the plants. They collected this energy from their  surroundings. They stored this energy in 

them.  In 1918, Dr Bose developed a new instrument called “Crescograph” . It enlarged the 

movements of the plants ten thousand times. It also noted down the changes that occurred in 

the plant within one minute. 

(13) What did Bose prove? 

        (A) plants feel pain (B)  plant feel  intoxicant with narcotics(C) plants feel lonely (D) 

plants feel weak 

(14) Which instrument did Dr. Bose develop.? 

        (A) Crescograph  (B) Crestograph (C) Richter scale(D) Micro scope. 

 (15) Plants collect……..from their surroundings. 

        (A) food (B) water (C) energy (D)  carbon dioxide. 

 (16) Crescograph enlarged the movements of the plants…….times. 

         (A) ten (B) hundred (C) thousand (D)  ten thousand. 

 (17)  Which of the following statements about the Crescograph is false? 

         (A) It was develop by Dr Bose. 

         (B) It was develop in1981. 

         (C)  It noted down the changes that occurred in the plant within one minute. 

         (D) It enlarged the movements of the plants ten thousand times. 

 

Read the following passage and answer the questions selecting the most appropriate 

options.                                                                                                                               05   

Curious students always learn faster. They are never lazy. They work sincerely and 

co-operatively. They are not the victims of bad mood. Their curiosity helps them in the difficult 

situation. They become more responsible when they help others. Their teachers are always 

pleased with them. They learn well in the class rooms and never disobey the teachers. They 

follow the rules of discipline in a very usual manner, such students are always encouraged, 

inspired and loved by the teachers, the principal and the parents too. 

 

Questions : 

.(18)  Curious students learn faster because their…………helps them in the difficult 

Situation.  

     (A) curiosity (B) laziness (C) bad mood (D) teacher  

(19) . Curious students  never…………the teachers.  

      (A) obey  (B) help (C) respect (D) disobey  
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 (20) The  curious students learn well in the ……….. 

(A) teacher’ room (B) classroom (C) drawing rooms (D) sports room  

(21) The teacher always pleased with the students who are………….. . 

       (A) lazy and weak (B) rich and insincere (C) sincere and co-operative (D)  fast runner 

(22)  'bad mood' means………… 

        (A) angry (B)  joyous (C) miserable (D) poor mind 

Study the following data and answer the questions selecting the most appropriate 
options  
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Questions: 

   (23) What is this form for ? 

          (A) Admission (B) Ticket Booking (C) Scholarship (D) Matrimonial 

   (24) What is Rajveer’s father ?  

            (A) Farmar (B) Driver (C) Mechanic (D)  Teacher 

  (25)  How much does Sheetal Kansara earn ? 

            (A) Rs. 50,000/- (B)  Rs. 5000/-  (C) Rs. 500 (D)  Rs. 200 

  (26) Rajveer is student of ………section ? 

          (A) Primary (B)  Secondary (C) K.G. (D)  University 

 (27) Whose data is given in this form ? 

          (A) Rajeshwari (B) Rajshri (C) Rajveer (D)  Rajvee 

 

Read the following stanza and answer the questions selecting the most appropriate 

options. 3 

  My little horse must think it queer, 

 To stop without a farmhouse near ; 

Between the woods and frozen lake, 

The darkest evening of the year 

Application for scholarship for the year 2014-15 

 

Name     :-  Rajveer Sheetal Kansara 

Standard    :-    9
th

 A 

Marks scored   :-  85% in standard 8
th

 (2013-14) 

Father’s occupation   :-  Driver Private Company 

Father’s Income  :-   Rs. 5,000/- 
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28  The word “queer” means………. 

     (A) strong (B) familiar (C) strange (D)  straps 

29  The poet stops near a ………  .    

     (A) hut (B) cottage (C) farm house (D) lake  

30  The season indicated here is ……….. 

     (A) summer (B) monsoon (C) winter (D) autumn 

  

Fill in the blanks in the following passage selecting the most appropriate forms of verbs 

given against number 31 to 35 .  

   After hours of  ……31….. I heard a gentle sound of a brook. My father   ……32……me once, 

“If you lost in a jungle, look for a stream, streams …….33……. to rivers and rivers to people.” I  

……34…… to stay closer to the stream. Its banks ……35…..full of bushes so I could not move 

fast.  

 

31 (A) wanders (B) wander (C) wandering (D) wandered  

32(A) telling (B) has told (C) was  told (D) had told 

33(A) lead (B) are leading (C) were led (D) leads 

34(A) was deciding (B) am deciding  (C) decided (D)  decide  

35(A) was (B) were (C) is (D) are   

 

Fill in the blanks in the following passage selecting the most appropriate forms of words 

given against number 36 to 38 

    The manager has explained the ……36…….of all living things. We won’t be able to face 

the result of …….37…….loss of any life. If you kill a bird or even an insect..…..38…. , it might 

damage the whole eco-cycle. 

36  (A) importance (B) importing (C) imported (D) imports 

37  (A) unnecessary (B) no necessary (C) necessarily (D) unnecessary   

38  (A) thoughts (B) thoughtful (C) thoughtlessly (D) thoughtless. 

  

 Replace the under lined words /phrases selecting the most appropriate forms of verbs   

 given against number 39 to 41 .  

I was in trouble. I called my friends in no time. My keen friends always stand by me40in 

the critical time. I decided to be with them in any situation of life. 
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39 (A) without time (B) immediately (C) idiots  (D) before time  

40 (A) stand up (B)  support (C) help (D) stand with  

41 (A) divided (B) make up  my mind (C)  declare (D) made up my mind  

 

Fill in the blanks in the following passage selecting the most appropriate conjunctions 

given against number 42 to 44 

* Complete the following paragraph using ‘if’, ‘while’ and ‘whom’ at proper place. 

(Que. Nos. 66 to 68)                                                                                                               3 

____42___ you observe traffic rules, you can avoid accidents. Yesterday by breaking the traffic 

rules a scooter-rider was knocked down __43___ he was crossing during the red-light. 

“Don’t break the rules” said the man ___44 __ we know as a traffic-police. 

42 (A) when (B) while (C) unless (D) if  

43 (A) while (B) which (C) where (D) why 

44 (A) whose (B) because (C) whom (D) but 

 

Fill in the blanks in the following passage selecting the most appropriate options given 

against number 45 to 50 

The Japanese……(45)…….. peace loving and hard-working people. They live……(46)…… 

wooden house. They are very friendly……(47)…… . kind. They kneel on a cushion on  the floor 

and eat……(48)…  meals with  chopsticks. They love to arrange flowers and papers 

in……(49)…. beautiful ways .  Many people in the world learn Ikebana, the art …(50)……. 

arranging flowers. 

 

45 (A) is B) am (C) are (D) be 

46 (A) in (B) on (C) with (D) having 

47 (A) so (B) because(C) but (D) and  

48 (A) its (B) his (C) their (D) it were 

49 (A) many (B) every (C) each (D) much 

50 (A)  in (B) at (C) of (D) with 

 

 

________________________________END OF PART-A___________________________ 
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                                                                   PART-B 

                                                                        

                                                                        Section - A                                                                                        

 Read the following extracts and answer the questions given below them:                         (10) 

Diamonds are found from the mines of Africa, Brazil and Russia by the Site Holder Companies. They 

distribute the rough diamonds to the manufactures. They assort the rough diamonds                                                                                                                     

according to their weight, size, solidity and purity. 

  (1) What do the Site Holder Companies do ? 

  Ans:- Site Holder companies distribute the rough diamonds to the manufactures. 

  (2) According to what are the diamonds assorted ? 

       Ans :- The Diamonds are assorted according to their weight, size, solidity and purity. 

        

 I am Chang from China. We are the largest country in Population and the third largest in area. We were 

the first people to develop the compass, paper and silk cloth. Our Great Wall is famous world over. The 

name 'China' comes from the word 'Qin' (pronounced Chihn) an early Chinese dynasty. 

  (3) What did the Chinese develop? 

   Ans- The Chinese developed the compass, paper and silk cloth. 

  (4) The name 'China' comes from………………. (complete it) 

         Ans;- 'Qin' (pronounced Chihn) an early Chinese dynasty. 

     

 Hearing loss can begin when the sound level goes above 100 dbs. and we experience pain in     the ears 

at 140 dbs. Some people may experience pain at a lower level, too. 

(5) When can hearing loss begin ? 

            Ans:- Hearing loss can begin when the sound level goes above 100 dbs. 

(6) What do we experience? 

     Ans:- we experience pain in the ears at 140 dbs. 

   

Ranjan : Mummy, I'm going to Kiran's house. I'll be late. But   please don't keep on ringing Kiran's 

parents. It looks so bad. Do you think I'm a Kid ? 

Mummy : O.K. I won't. But why do you go there every other day ? You can ....... 

(7) What instruction does Ranjan give to his mother? 

            Ans:- Ranjan instructs that he is going to Kiran's house. He will be late. 

(8) Find out the similar word / phrase of "continue" 

      Ans- Keep on 
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The fair has different sections like Energy, Water, Force and Motion, Science and Technology,   

Pollution etc. There is a special section for models, charts and experiments. I alongwith my friends 

Vinay, Joseph, Bipin and Janaki visited different sections and had a talk with the participants. 

(9) Name the different sections at the science fair. 

           Ans:- The fair has different sections like Energy, Water, Force and Motion, Science and  

           Technology, Pollution etc. 

   (10) Which word in the text is used for ‘contributor’? 

        Ans:- participants. 

 

Friends, the Government of India has organized a tour " Bharat Darshan" for our group. So, we'll visit 

different parts of India. We'll meet people of different states, speaking different languages. 

(11) What has the Government of India organized ? 

       Ans:- The Government of India has organized a tour  Bharat Darshan. 

(12) Whom will the visitors meet ? 

             Ans:- The visitors will visit different parts of India. They will meet people of different              

             states, speaking different languages. 

 

 Some experts define noise as 'unwanted sound' But what is an  unwanted sound for one person may be 

pleasant for another. At what level does sound become noise ? Sound can be measured scientifically. It is 

measured in decibels (db). Zero decibel is equal to the faintest sound heard by the human ear. 

(13) How do experts define noise ? 

       Ans:- Experts define noise as 'unwanted sound' 

(14) Sound can be measured .............. 

Ans:- in Decibles 

 

 Then the scientists started putting the sugar water in a room that was artificially lighted for 24   hours. 

They put the water at 8.00 p.m. It took the squirrels one week to find out the sweet water. 

(15) The squirrels could find the water within a week. Say true or False. 

       Ans:- True 

(16) What did the Scientists do then? 

       Ans:- The scientists put the water at 8.00 p.m. 

Joseph : Table tennis balls. Participant girls : Now, I hang them on a ruler with the help of threads and a 

Cello tape. I keep a distance about 6 to 7 centimeters between them, O.K. ? May I know your name, 

please.  
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Janki : I am Janki.  

Participant Girl : Janaki, come forward. Now I hold the ruler in front of your face. I keep a distance of 

about thirty centimeters. Now blow at the balls. 

(17) Which thing did the participant girl hang on a ruler ? 

       Ans:- The participant girl hanged table tennis balls on a ruler. 

(18) The participant girl kept the distance of ........... centimeters. 

       Ans:- About 6 to 7 centimeters 

 

The strange vehicle called Time Shuttle-1 was not a plane. It was a wonder of science specially made to 

travel across time. This was the year 2094 AD and TS-1 was still an experimental  vehicle. It was used 

only by scientist and researchers. 

(19) What is TS-1 ? 

      Ans :- TS-1 is a Time Shuttle-1. 

(20) Where was TS-1 going ?  

      Ans:- TS-1 was going to travel across time. 

 

The students of Standard X are excited today. They are going to make presentations of their projects. 

Teacher, Chair person, colleagues and young friends, as you all know, we undertook projects in different 

areas. The students of Class X worked on different projects. The theme was : India Abroad - Export items 

of India. 

(21) Whom does the teacher address in the above extract? 

       Ans:- The teacher addresses the Chair person, colleagues and young friends. 

(22) Who are excited ? Why ? 

       Ans:- The students of Standard X are excited today because they are going to make  

       presentations of their projects. 

 

 Lieutenant Blandford did not hesitate. His fingers held 'Of Human Bandage', which was to show who he 

was. He thought about their relationship. "This would not be love", he decided, "but it would be 

something precious". 

(23) Which book did Blandford carry with him ? 

       Ans:- Blandford carried with him the book 'Of Human Bandage'. 

 Janaki : Let's go to the section of "Magic of Science" 

Vinay : Sure, it must be interesting. 

Joseph : Wow ! Look at that paper fish. How swiftly it floats and swims ! 
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(24) Which section did they visit first ? 

        Ans:- They visited the section of "Magic of Science" first. 

(25) What did Joseph show them ? 

       Ans:- Joseph showed them paper fish. 

 

 Bunty, like the rest of us, knew everything about the bike. Every screw and nut and pin. But to ride it 

was something different. Like all grown-ups, his uncle had this belief that fourteen years old could not 

handle things like motorbikes. It is unfair really. They make you feel very small. 

(26)  What did Bunty know about the bike ? 

         Ans:- Bunty knew everything about the bike. Every screw and nut and pin. 

(27)  What did Bunty's uncle believe? 

         Ans:- Bunty`s uncle believed that fourteen years old could not handle things like motorbikes. 

 

I am Chang from China. We are the largest country in Population and the third largest in area. We were 

the first people to develop the compass, paper and silk cloth. Our Great Wall is famous world over. The 

name 'China' comes from the word 'Qin' (pronounced Chihn) an early Chinese dynasty. 

(28) What did the Chinese develop ? 

Ans:- The Chinese developed the compass, paper and silk cloth. 

 

From there we shall go to Vivekanand Rock Memorial at Kanyakumari. It is a beautiful place where three 

seas, the Bay of Bengal, the Arabian Sea and the Indian Ocean meet. Our next visit will be Gandhi 

Ashram in Ahmedabad. It was founded by Gandhiji,  the father of our Nation. This place played an 

important role in the freedom struggle of India. 

(29) Which oceans meet at Kanyakumari ? 

       Ans: The Bay of Bengal, the Arabian Sea and the Indian Ocean meet at Kanyakumari. 

(30) What is the importance of Gandhi Ashram ? 

       Ans:-Gandhi Ashram was founded by Gandhiji,  the father of our Nation. This place played an 

important role in the freedom struggle of India. 

 

This is a usual scene. We often hear such comments around us. We live in the world of sounds. Some are 

pleasant, some are unpleasant. Generally when the sound is too loud and disturbing, it is noise. It's 

something that makes us cover our ears. In fact, any undesirable sound is noise. It is always annoying and 

harmful. 
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(31) How are some sounds ? 

       Ans:- Some sounds are pleasant, some are unpleasant. 

(32) What do we do when noise is unbearable ? 

       Ans:- When noise is unbearable, we cover our ears. 

 

A girl passed him, and lieutenant Blandford looked closely. She was wearing a flower,but it was a white 

rose. He was to recognise his friend by a red rose. 

(33) Why did Blandford look closely to the girl who passed him ? 

       Ans:- Blandford looked closely to the girl whether she wore a red rose. 

(34) What was the girl wearing on her coat? 

       Ans:- The girl was wearing a white rose on her coat. 

 

Write a short note on any one of the following using the clues given below in about 5 to 6 sentences 

:                                                                                                                                       (03) 

 (1) Dr. Franz Halberg's views on chronobiology : 

       Clues : bodies have internal music - to live in harmony with nature – Biorhythms for choosing 

       the best time for our actions - balanced cycles to be successful. 

 

(2) Test of True love - An appropriate title : 

      Clues : Face to face - photograph - a red rose - novel - past forty woman - taste-confusion -       proper 

decision. 

 

(3) The Shepherd's Wit : 

      Clues : In Abbot's dress in the King's Court - answered the questions Correctly and wisely -       won 

the King's faith - saved his master's flight. 

 

(4)  Bunty's Bike : 

      Clues : beautiful bike - belonged to Bunty's uncle - blue baskets - rear-view mirrors - powerful -        

      eighty kilometers a litre. 

 

(5) Making mistakes : 

Clues : It is natural - does not make me worthless - not get upset - continue trying 

- ready to accept mistakes of others. 
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(6) The Tour Bharat Darshan : 

     Clues : The Government of India - different states - Taj Mahal – Amritsa Shantiniketan -  Chennai - 

Kanyakumari - Ahmedabad - Ajanta Ellora caves – Jaisalmer- New Delhi. 

 

(7) Amogh, the Safety Officer : 

    Clues : True Safety Officer - dinosour roared - shot two rockets - perfect aim - 

    animal felt a jerk - fainted - Amogh saved his team. * So he went downstairs, opened the front      

   door quite softly and went into the garden. 

 

(9) The plane crash : 

      Clues : Plane entered a huge cloud - flash of lightening - started raining - plane shook horrible -    

     started sinking down - fire- crashed. 

 

(10) The effect of noise pollution : 

Clues : loud and disturbing sound - above 85 dbs. hearing loss - illness - deafness suffer from indigestion 

- escape. 

 

(11) Helen - a gifted learner: 

       Clues : Blind and deaf - spellings through finger movement – touching objects and spelling        them 

on palm -speak through lip movement- vibrations in throat -college lectures spelled into        palms - 

noted down at home. 

Section - B 

Answer the following Questions in two or three sentences:-                                                     (04) 

 (1) Why should a person learn to be flexible in his life? 

 (2) How did Helen learn at the Radcliff College? 

 (3) How did the flight No. 508 sink ? 

 (4) Who organized the science fair ? How many schools took part in it ? 

 (5) How did the flight No. 508 sink? 

 (6) Who organized the science fair? How many schools took part in it ? 

 (7) Mention the uses of three pairs of eyes. 

 (8) Why were the parents of Helen worried? 

(9) How did Amogh save his team? 

(10) How did the selfish giant stop others from entering the garden? 

(11) What do most of the birds do at sunrise and sunset? 
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(12) What are the major products of Canada? 

(13) How did the flower decide to grow? 

(14) Who are Jagat and Ved ? What are they doing? 

(15) Why did Juliane decide to walk along the stream? 

(16) How are the diamond valued? 

(17) What is the difference between sound and noise? 

 

(14) Complete the following lines. (2) 

And when a moon........................lullaby. 

I’m off .................................my seams, 

It sang..................................had heard. 

I’ve grown............................... they lie. 

I’m leaving.............................luck today. 

They are the first.......................sun, 

They hum...........................ago. 

A fairy .....................little fish. 

All day .................... to and fro. 

She sat .... .....................the day. 

I want to ..................are fears. 

Seize my................. don’t cry 

 

Complete the following sentences with the help of the words given in the brackets:   

(Que. No. 15 to 17)                                                                                                                           (3) 

(1) While Shulin was crossing the bridge, ___________(hat, blow off) 

           Ans: While Shulin was crossing the bridge, the hat blew off . 

(2) If it rains, _________(we, go out) 

          Ans: If it rains,we shall not go out. 

(3) Look there. The players _________(go, on to the field) 

          Ans: Look there. The players are going on the field. 

 (4)      Don’t enter the room ____________ (call) 

          Ans :- Don’t enter the room until you are called. 

(5)     The schools are closed because of________(heavy, rain) 

          Ans:- The schools are closed because of the heavy rain. 
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(6)    We work hard __________ (so that, get, good marks) 

           Ans:- We work hard so that we can get good marks. 

(7)      Can you tell me the time .......... ? (train, arrive) 

          Ans :- Can you tell me the time when the train will arrive ? 

(8)     Please, switch off the lights _________(before, leave, office) 

          Ans:- Please, switch off the lights before leaving the office. 

(9)      Do you know the place __________ ? (Gandhiji, bear) 

          Ans:- Do you know the place where the Gandhiji was born ? 

(10)   Unless you practise regularly, _________ (win, race) 

         Ans :- Unless you practise regularly, you will not win the race. 

(11)  If you want to score good marks ________(study, sincerly) 

        Ans :- If you want to score good marks, you should study sincerely. 

(12) Though Mr Sharma is aged, _________ (work, twelve hours) 

        Ans : Though Mr Sharma is aged, he works for twelve hours. 

(13) As soon as the director entered, ________ (staff members, stand up) 

       Ans : As soon as the director entered, staff members stood up. 

(14) If you have enough money, __________ (live, happily) 

       Ans : If you have enough money, you can live happily. 

(15) Before the doctor came, _________ (patient, die) 

       Ans  : Before the doctor came, the patient had died. 

(16) He is not happy _________ (though, rich) 

        Ans  : He is not happy  though he is rich. 

(17) This is the woman ________(whose, purse, steal) 

        Ans  : This is the woman whose purse was stolen. 

(18) I bought a book _______ (write,  Tagore) 

         Ans  : I bought a book which was written by Tagore. 

(19) The man working ________(farm, Ramukaka) 

        Ans : The man working  on the farm is  Ramukaka. 

(20) Kala is an artist whose ________(paintings, well-known) 

        Ans: Kala is an artist whose  paintings are well-known. 

                                            

OR 
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Arrange the jumbled parts to make meaningful sentences: 

(1) sincere / respects / As / Hiteshbhai / is / everybody / him. 

     Ans : As Hiteshbhai is sincere, everybody respects him. 

(2) the place / where / Pramukh Swami / Do you know / was born ? 

     Ans : Do you know  the place where Pramukh Swami was born ? 

(3) Mr Mehta saw / Mihir / a song / singing 

     Ans : Mr Mehta saw  Mihir  singing  a song. 

(4) nobody / is honest / yet / Shivani / trusts on her. 

     Ans : Shivani is honest yet nobody trusts on her. 

(5) This is / always works / the boy / who / hard. 

     Ans : This is the boy who always works hard. 

(6) the world / is spoken / English / all over. 

     Ans : English is spoken all over the world. 

(7) a lot / you follow / you will repent / your teacher’s / Unless / advice. 

     Ans : Unless you follow your teacher’s advice, you will repent a lot. 

(8) she works / can not win / hard / However / she / the quiz competition. 

     Ans : However hard she works, she can not win the quiz competition. 

(9) being clever / she failed / Inspite of her / twice. 

     Ans : Inspite of her being clever, she failed. 

(10) increasing knowledge / English classes / Priya / with a view to / joined 

       Ans : Priya joined English classes with a view to increasing knowledge. 

(11) he was talking / met my friend / I / to his brother / When 

       Ans : When  I  met my friend, he was talking to his brother. 

(12) If/ you will spoil / T.V. constantly / you watch / your eyes. 

       Ans : If you watch TV constantly, you will spoil your eyes. 

 

18. Change the following text into passive voice (03) 

Shreyans took the injured woman to the hospital. He admitted her to the emergency ward. He called the 

doctor. 

Ans: The injured woman was taken to the hospital by  Shreyans. She was admitted to the emergency 

ward.The doctor was called by him.  

Change the following text into past tense as shown below (3) 

Hanuman gets out of the circle of demons. His tail is flaming furiously. He goes on leaping about on the 

roofs of houses. 
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Ans :Hanuman got out of the circle of demons. His tail was flaming furiously. He went on leaping about 

on the roofs of houses. 

Change the following text using ‘They’ in place of  ‘Tirth’: (3) 

Tirth is pupil. He loves to read stories in English. Does he like poems? Oh, yes! He does. 

Ans : They are  pupils. They  love to read stories in English. Do they  like poems? Oh, yes! They do. 

Change the following text in to plural.(3) 

The lady gives a toy to the girl. The girl smiles.The girl runs towards her mother . Her father is happy. 

Ans :The ladies give  toys to the girls. The girls smile .The girls run  towards their mothers . Their  

fathers are  happy. 

Section- C 

(19) (1) You went to a Railway Station during busy hours -Write a short report. (5) 

Points : building - inquiry counter - windows - counters – long queues - rush – coolies - stalls - time table 

on the boards – live charts on screen indicating latest position- computerized tickets. 

 

(2)  ‘Sports  Day’ was celebrated in your school. Write a report in about 80 words. You may use the 

following points. 

Points : place - date - cheif guest - function started - many games played - winners - prizes – expressed 

feelings - addressed to the students. 

 

(3) Prepare a short report on the ‘Republic Day’ celebrated in your school in about 80 words. 

Points :Venue - decoration - chief guest - flag salutation - National song - impressive speech - vote of 

thanks - closing. 

 

(4) A Prize Distribution Function was held at your school last week. Prepare a short report on it in 

about 80 words. 

Points : time - place - chief guest - prize winners - clapping - the speech of the prize winners - chief 

guest’s speech - your role. 

 

(5) A Health Check Up programme was organized in your school last week. Prepare a short report 

in about 80 words. 

Points : Doctors - nurses - students - teachers - principal - check up - teeth - eye - ear - weight - disease - 

advice - supervisor thanked. 

(6)  Write a short report in about 80 words on how your school celebrated ‘World Environment 

Day’ 
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Points : June-5 - plant saplings - each student to look after one sapling - message - save trees – exhibition 

on environmental problems. 

Sample of Report Writing 

A Prize Distribution Ceremony held at our school 

Last Friday the prize distribution ceremony was held in our school. We were present in the assembly hall. 

All the students were eager and cheerful. Prize winners took place in the front row. At 9 a.m. the 

principal and the chief guest arrived. The principal welcomed and greeted the chief guest. Even we stood 

up, clapped and cheered up heartily. The function began with the prayer. Then the principal read out the 

report of different activities. Then the chief guest Dr. Rajendra Parmar was requested to give the prizes. 

One by one, the winners went on the stage and got the prizes. The others applauded. One winner made a 

lovely speech. Then the chief guest gave an interesting and inspiring speech. All praised him. He 

congratulated the winners and even the participants. At the end, I thanked the chief guest. The function 

was over with our national anthem. 

 

(20)   NOTICE & MESSAGE WRITING-FOR MARCH-2015 

1. Smit Patel, the Secretory of the Adventure Club in Shree Saraswati Vidhyalaya, writes a notice to 

inform students about a trekking programme. The club is organizing it in July -2015 near Panchmarhi. 

 

 

Answer 

         15 July,2014 

NOTICE 

Shree Saraswati Vidhyalaya’s 

The Adventure Club 

We have organized a trekking programme  near Panchmarhi for the students of standard 9 and 10. All 

those who are interested, should enroll their  names with their class teachers before 25 July-2015. 

                                         Date :1 August, 2015 to 10 August, 2015 

                                                 Charges:  Rs 2500 per head 

                      (The charges are inclusive of to and fro tickets, food and accommodation.) 

                                 Contact: Aryan Vyas, Co – ordinator ,The Adventure Club 

                                                                                             Smit Patel 

                                                                                              Secretary 
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2.  Uday Padhiyar is the secretory of the Sports Club of Shree Sardar Patel Highschool. He writes a notice 

giving the details about the selecting of the cricket team. Draft the notice in about 40 words. 

 

ANSWER  

            15 June, 2014 

Notice 

Selection for the Cricket Team 

Our Sports Club announces the selection of the Cricket Team for the current year 2014 on 20 June-2014. 

            All those who are interested should report to Amish Chauhan,10-A, at 11 a.m. in white uniform 

for the selection. 

            The final selection of the team will be made by our Cricket coach Shri Patel. 

                                                                                                                               By Order 

                                                                                                                         Amish Chauhan 

                                                                                                                               Secretary 

For self practice 

(1)  Tirth Chauhan, the secratory of the Cultural Club in Shree Shreeji Vidyalaya, writes a notice 

about the State level Science fair held in his school next week. Draft the notice in about 40 words. 

 

(2)  Prit Prajapati, the president of Cultural Committee, S.P.Vidyalaya,  writes a notice about the 

‘Quiz Competition’ in the school on 15th January, 2010. Draft the notice in about 40 words. 

 

(3)  Mr Amish Chauhan, Co-ordinator of the Cultural Club in Shree Sardar Patel Vidyalaya, 

Surendranagar, writes a notice declaring the details of the Prize Distribution Function in the 

School. Draft the notice in about 40 words. 

 

 Read the following telephonic talk and prepare a short message 

Princy : Can I speak to Mr Pandya ? 

Mr Patel : Sorry, he is in a meeting . Can I take a message ? 

Princy : Yes, I am his daughter, Princy. Please tell my father that I have fixed an appointment with the 

dentist at 6.30 p.m. today. He should reach there by 6 : 15 p.m. 

 Answer: Mr Pandya, your daughter  Princy  called you when you were in a meeting. She has asked me 

to tell you that she has fixed an appointment with the dentist at 6:30 p.m. today and you should reach 

there  by 6:15 p.m. 
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Shailesh : Hello ! Is this 2731528 ? 

Rajan : Yes, please 

Shailesh : May I talk to Yash Yadav ? 

Rajan : Sorry. He has  gone to school ground for hockey practice. 

Shailesh : O.K. I am the class representative. Tell him to come to the Town Hall at about 4.00 p.m. to 

attend a special function organized by the Gujarat Hockey Association. A special guidance will be given 

by the experts. Tell him to remain present along with his I-card. 

 

Answer: Yash, your class representative called you when you had gone to school ground for hockey 

practice. He has asked me to tell you that you have to go to the Town Hall at about 4.00 p.m. to attend a 

special function organized by the Gujarat Hockey Association. A special guidance will be given by the 

experts. You have to remain present along with your I-card. 

 

For self practice 

(1) Mr.Chawda : Is that Mr. Belani ? 

      Rohan : No, I am Rohan, his son. My father has gone out for a day. Is there any message for       him ? 

     Mr.Chawda : May I know when he is coming back. 

     Roham : He will be back by this evening. 

     Mr.Chawda : Good, I’m his colleague, Mr. Wadia. Tell your father that there is an urgent meeting                           

tomorrow at 12.00 noon at the Central Hall of the office. Also tell him to bring the report he has prepared. 

     Rohan : OK. Uncle. I shall pass on your message to him. 

 

(2) Ravi : Can I speak to Maulik ? 

     Mihir : Sorry. He has gone to surat. 

     Ravi : When will he come back ? 

     Mihir : Next Monday. Who are you ? I am his brother. Any message ? 

     Ravi : I am his classmate, Ravi. Please inform him that on the Annual Day of school which  will be 

held on next Friday, we have arranged a fun fair and a fancy dress competition. He has to prepare the 

banner for our stall in the fun fair. 

21. Turn the following conversation into indirect speech.                                                           (4) 

(1) Princy : What are you doing  ? 

      Parth : Don't disturb me, please ! I'm busy. 

      Princy : But what are you doing ? 

      Parth : You shouldn't disturb me like this. I'm preparing my new time-table 
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Ans : Princy asked Parth what he was doing. Parth told her not to disturb him and added that he was 

busy.  Princy asked him   what he was doing. Parth replied her that she should not disturb him like that 

and added that he was preparing his new time table.  

 

(2) Anil : Let's go to visit the 'Taj Mahal' at Agra.  

      Sunil : How shall we go ? 

      Anil : We will go by train. 

      Sunil : What a wonderful idea it is ! 

 

Ans : Anil suggested sunil that they should go to visit the  'Taj Mahal' at Agra. Sunil asked him how they 

would go.Anil replied him that they would go by train .Sunil exclaimed with joy to him that it was really 

wonderful idea. 

 

Section –D 

22. Write a paragraph(with the help of the clues given in the brackets) on any one of the following 

in about 100 words.                                                                                                               (6) 

Importance of Computer Learning 

Points : New Trend - computerized system programmes - languages internet – emails - fastest - in every 

field. 

 

My aim in life Or “What I want to be” 

Points : to be interested in - to become - encourage fulfil - fond of – service  To humanity - earning - 

helpful to many - reward.  

 

Hobbies and other Activities 

Points : Different hobbies like photography - Stamp collection - drawing – singing - use of leisure time - 

games - some social activities - rejoice - learn - best time- inspire. 

 

Trees our best friend 

Points:gift of nature-give medicine-food- wood- bring rain- stop soil erosion-shelter to birds and 

animals-grow more trees. 

Your Picnic on the River Bank 

Points : day-time - a luxury coach - reach - temple - beautiful place - river bed sand - games - food items - 

take bath - swim - return. 
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Visit to a big temple” 

Points : Place of the temple - visiting hours - place of pilgrimage - very famous for- many devotees - 

shops and stalls - time of the "Darshan" overcrowded beggar-disliked. 

 

"The Life of a Policeman" 

Points : familiar figure - a government employee - uniform - duty - routine life - emergency - helpful - 

bad habits - standard of living. 

 

Sports Person- I like the most:  

Points: Name-game-native land-why is he famous? Quality-record-name and fame for the 

nationcontribution- his style-why do you like? Wishes) 

Answer:-   

I like cricket very much. There are many players in team India. I like most of them but Mahendra Sinh 

Dhoni is my favourite (cricketer) sports person. He plays cricket very well. He is from Zarkhand. He is a 

good wicket keeper as well as good captain. His game is very good. He plays so well that everybody likes 

to see him playing. He is famous because he is a hard hitter. He can hit any bowler of the world. He has 

made fastest one thousand runs in a calendar year as a wicket keeper. I like his hair style very much. His 

excellent foot work helps India to win matches. He helped a lot when India was playing against Pakistan. 

He alone did wonderful job for India and India won the match. He generally never disappoints the 

spectators or his team. Really India has got an excellent batsman, captain and wicket keeper in all the 

forms of cricket (20-20 match, One day match, Test match).About Dhoni, people say “Dhoni Ki Dhulai, 

Sabse Badhiya Dhulai”. As he gets experience, he will be the best captain, player and wicket keeper of 

our team India. I wish him all the best. I hope he will bring glory to team India. 

 

23. Write any one of the following letters with the help of clues given:                                    (6) 

(1)Write a letter to your class teacher requesting him/her to grant a leave of  absence for three days.       

     Points: greetings-reason for leave-final salutation 

 

(2) You are Dipti from ‘Aum”, D/123, Govardhan Society, Airport Road, Harni, Vadodara .Write a letter 

to your cousin, Kamini describing how your school celebrated Independence Day. 

 

(3) You are Arvind Dave from 10, Dhaval park Society, Mandvi. Write a letter to your father 

Labhshankar bhai, thanking him for inviting you to attend his birth day party, 
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(4) Madhav Padhiyar, 22, Rutvi Complex Chitrakut Society, Anjar. writes a letter to his father asking for 

his permission to join the school tour during Summer vacation. 

Clues: dates-who will go for the tour-which places you are going to visit – how long will you stay there- 

what will you see there –expenses 

 

(5) You are Divya Shah from 7-B, Sushila Park, Ajwa Road, Daman. Write a letter to your neighbour 

complaining about the loud volume of his CD Players. 

Clues: appearing for SSC exams – classes in the morning – study at home – loud volume of volume of 

TV- disturbs you – can not concentrate – request to lower the volume 

 

(6)You are Dhrumil Patel, 84/F Sheela Society, Waghodiya Road, Vadodara. Write a letter to your friend 

Manoj telling him about your preparation for the Annual Examination. 

Clues: greeting-busy studying-exam dates- revising all subjects- paying attention to difficult subjects- 

solving question papers-time for sports and entertainment.  
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Model Question Paper 

                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                           

     

 

  Instructions   (1) There are four sections in this part. 

                       (2) All the questions are compulsory.)ptions are internal 

                       (3) Figures to the right indicate marks 

 

SECTION-A 

*Read the following extracts and answer the questions given below.                     (10) 

And the Giant's heart melted. "How selfish I have been !" he thought. "Now I know why the 

Spring would not come here. I will put that poor child in the tree. I will knock down the wall. My 

garden shall be the children's playground for ever." He was really very sorry for what he had 

done. 

Que. : (1) What did the Giant come to know ? 

            (2) What did the Giant decide ? 

 

King : Perhaps he does. But from now on you'll serve me. You both look alike, but you think and 

speak more like an Abbot than he does. 

Shepherd : But… Your Majesty, I can only think and speak. I can't read or write. So how can I 

do the duties of an Abbot ? 

King : I see you can't. Anyway, I admire your wit as well as your loyalty. Ask me anything you 

wish. 

Que.: (3) Why can’t the shepherd do the duties of an Abbot ? 

           (4) Find out the word which means ‘intelligence’. 

 

We produced great sailors, traders, writers and scientists. Shakespeare, the greatest dramatist 

of all time, and Sir Isaac Newton , the greatest scientist, belong to England. We have a long 

history of democracy. 

Que.: (5) What was Shakespeare ? 

           (6) What was Sir Issac Newton ? 

PART- B 
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The good Lord was extremely busy those days. He was into his sixth day of overtime. When he 

was working with full concentration, an angel appeared and commented, "You are taking too 

much care for creating this creature." 

Que.: (7) In this passage , the word ‘Lord ‘ means……….  . 

          (a) Landlord (b) Master (c) God    

          (8) What comment did the angel make ? 

 

I remember my first day at Radcliff college. I knew there were difficulties in my way but I was 

eager to overcome them. The professors looked as away as if they were speaking through a 

telephone. The lectures were spelled into my palms as rapidly as possible. 

Que.: (9) What did the writer feel about her professor’s voice ? 

          (10)What did the writer do after reaching home from college ? 

 

 (11)   Write a short note on any one of the following using the clues given below in 

          about five to six sentences.                                                                               (03) 

The Floating Paper Fish : 

Clues : Small bowl - water thick paper- bottle - paper fish shape -drop of dishwashing 

             liquid- spreads to rear part - disturb the surface tension - pushes the fish forward- 

            principle of force and motion                                                             

                                                                OR 

Qualities found in mother : 

Clues : Heal herself when she is sick- feed family of six - only on half a kilo of cabbage- 

              manage nine year old without getting irritated. 

 

SECTION-B 

 Answer the following questions in 2 or 3 sentences.                                             (04) 

 

(12) How is the person responsible for making his day good or bad? 

(13) What excited Bunty for a bet ?  

 

14 Complete the following lines :                                                             (02) 

They are the first.......................sun, 
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Arrange the jumbled parts to make meaningful sentences :                                (03) 

 (15)  the place / where / Pramukh Swami / Do you know / was born ? 

 (16)  Mr Mehta saw / Mihir / a song / singing 

 (17)  Nobody / is honest / yet / Shivani / trusts on her. 

 

 (18) Change the following text as shown below.                                          (03) 

The clerk requests passengers to stand in a queue and he also tells them, “If you do not follow 

this  instruction, I will not the open ticket window in time.” 

Start this way :  Passengers are requested ............. 

    

SECTION-C 

19. A Health Check Up programme was organized in your school last week. Prepare a 

short report in about 80 words.                                        (05) 

Points : Doctors - nurses - students - teachers - principal - check up - teeth - eye - ear - weight 

- disease - advice - supervisor thanked. 

 

20. Read the following telephonic talk and prepare a short message                  (04) 

Sheetal :  Can I speak to Mr Garva ? 

Mr Garva : Sorry, he is in a meeting . Can I take a message? 

Sheetal : Yes, I am his daughter, Sheetal. Please tell my father that I have fixed an appointment 

with the dentist at 6.00 p.m. today. He should reach there by 5 : 45 p.m. 

                           

21. Turn the following conversation into indirect speech  :                                    (04) 

“How do you keep yourself healthy, Saumil ?” said Namrata. 

“By doing light exercises regulary.” 

“Do you also do any yogas ?” 

“Yes, Yogas are necessary for good health” 

“What an active boy ! Please teach me Yogas” 

 

SECTION – D 

 

22 . Write a paragraph on any one of the following in about 100 words :               (06) 
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News paper our best friend:   

Points: great influence- educate public opinion – enable people to make their voice heard-  

make the government accountable - expose the wrong – social reforms – advertisement – 

harmful effect .   

OR 

Importance of Computer Learning : 

Points : New Trend - computerized system programmes - languages internet - emails fastest - 

in every field. 

 

23. Write any one of the following letters with the help of the clues given  :          (06) 

 You are Tirth chauhan, Aiya Nagar,Junavas, Madhapar.Write a letter to your neighbour 

complaining about the loud volume of his TV set. 

 Points: appearing for SSC exams-classes in the morning-study at home—loud volume-can not 

concentrate-request tolower the volume 

 

OR 

Upendra Trivedi from A/12, Akanxa Flat, Sola Road, Ahmedabad-52 writes a letter of his 

younger brother who lives in a hostel has failed in the first term examination. 

Points : Encouragement-advices- prepare time table-work hard- take help from teachers- 

revise all the subjects- write- take good food- blessings of parents. 
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                                        Answer key 

 

                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                   

     Instructions   (1) There are four sections in this part. 

                          (2) All the questions are compulsory.)ptions are internal 

                                   (3) Figures to the right indicate marks 

 

SECTION-A 

*Read the following extracts and answer the questions given below .                    (10)  

 

(1) What did the Giant come to know ? 

      Ans. : The Giant came to know why the Spring would not come in his garden. 

(2)  What did the Giant decide ? 

     Ans. : The Giant decided to knock down the wall and make his garden the            children’s 

play ground forever. 

(3) Why can’t the shepherd do the duties of an Abbot ? 

     Ans. : The shepherd can’t do the duties of an Abbot because he can’t read or      write. 

(4) Find out the word which means ‘intelligence’. 

     Ans. :  wit 

 (5) What was Shakespeare ? 

     Ans. : Shakespeare was the greatest dramatist. 

(6) What was Sir Issac Newton ? 

     Ans. : Sir Issac Newton was the greatest scientist. 

 (7) In this passage, the word ‘Lord ‘ means……….       

      Ans. (c) God    

(8) What comment did the angel make? 

      Ans.:The angle commented that the Lord was taking too much care for creating       that 

creature. 

(9)    What did the writer feel about her professor’s voice ? 

       Ans. : The writer felt as if the professors were speaking through the telephone. 

(10) What did the writer do after reaching home from college ? 

       Ans. : After reaching home from college , the writer would note down whatever she 

remembered. 

PART- B 
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 (11)   Write a short note on any one of the following using the clues given below in about 

five to six sentences.                                                                                         (03) 

 The Floating Paper Fish : 

Clues : Small bowl - water thick paper- bottle - paper fish shape -drop of dishwashing liquid- 

spreads to rear part - disturb the surface tension - pushes the fish forward- principle of force 

and motion                                                             

                                                                OR 

ANSWER : 

Take a small bowl, a pair of scissors, water, thick paper and a bottle. Cut the paper in the shape 

of a fish. Put a drop of dishwashing liquid into the hole made in the fish. The liquid spreads at 

the rear part. It disturbs the surface tension there and pushes the fish forward because the 

surface tension in front is not disturbed. The paper fish moves ahead because of the principle of 

force and motion.  

                                                                 OR 

Qualities found in mother : 

Clues : Heal herself when she is sick- feed family of six - only on half a kilo of cabbage- 

manage nine year old without getting irritated. 

ANSWER : 

 A mother has many qualities. She will heal herself when she is sick. She would be able to feed 

a family of six members only on half a kilo of cabbage. And she would manage a nine year old 

child’s bath, play, study , food and sleep without getting irritated. 

 

SECTION-B 

 

 Answer the following questions in 2 or 3 sentences.                                                (04) 

(12) How is the person responsible for making his day good or bad? 

        ANSWER : A person is responsible for how he feels and what he does each day . He 

        is in charge of his moods .Nobody can make him feel sad against his will. If things        are 

bad, he should know how to handle them. 

(13)  What excited Bunty for a bet ?  

        ANSWER :One day Bunty told Montu that he was learning to ride the bike. Montu  said 

that his uncle was not a stupid to trust him. Bunty took this as a challenge and  asked Montu if 

he was  ready to bet on that. 
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14 Complete the following lines :                                                                   (02) 

    ANSWER : 

    They are the first when day’s begun  

    To touch the beams of morning sun, 

    They are the last to hold  the light 

    When evening changes into night. 

 

Arrange the jumbled parts to make meaningful sentences :                               (03) 

ANSWER:                                                                                                                                

 (15) Do you know  the place where  Pramukh Swami  was born ? 

 (16) Mr Mehta saw Mihir singing a song  . 

 (17) Shivani is honest yet nobody trusts on her. 

  

(18) Change the following text as shown below.                                    (03) 

ANSWER :The passengers are requested to stand in a queue by the clerk. and they are also 

told by him,”if this instruction is not followed by you, the ticket window will not be opened in 

time.”   

 

SECTION-C 

19. A Health Check Up programme was organized in your school last week. Prepare a 

short report in about 80 words.                                                          (05) 

Points : Doctors - nurses - students - teachers - principal - check up - teeth - eye - ear - weight 

- disease - advice - supervisor thanked.  

Answer :- 

The health checkup programme was organized for the students of our school. The programme 

was held in the assembly hall. A few doctors and nurses of the city hospital came for the 

programme. The principal, teachers and student participated to make this programme 

successful. After the welcome speech by the principal, the doctors gave a short speech about 

the importance of good health. They also gave important tips to maintain good health.The 

students’ teeth, eyes, and ears were checked by the expert doctors. Their weights were also 

taken. They were checked for any symptoms of diseases. The doctors also prescribed some 

medicines and gave advice to some students regarding their health. The doctors were 

honoured by the president of the school for their valuable service. The programme ended with a 

vote of thanks by the supervisor. 
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20. Read the following telephonic talk and prepare a short message                     (04) 

ANSWER :  

Mr Shah, your daughter called you when you were in a meeting . He has asked me to give you 

the message that she  has fixed an appointment with the dentist at 6.00 p.m. today. You should 

reach there by 5 : 45 p.m. 

 

21.   Turn the following conversation into indirect speech  :                                    (04) 

ANSWER :  

Namrata asked Saumil how he kept himself healthy. Saumil replied that he kept himself healthy 

by doing light exercises regularly. Namrata then asked Saumil if he also did any yogas. 

Replying positively, Saumil said that Yogas were necessary for good health .Namrata 

exclaimed with praise that he was a very active boy .She requested him to teach her yogas. 

 

SECTION – D 

 

22. Write a paragraph on any one of the following in about 100 words :               (06) 

News paper our best friend: 

Points: great influence- educate public opinion – enable people to make their voice heard-  

make the government accountable - expose the wrong – social reforms – advertisement – 

harmful effect .   

Answer :- 

Modern age is the age of information. Newspaper is a very important medium of 

communication. Most of the people start their day with a news paper in the morning. News 

papers are available at a low price so most of the people buy them everyday. Newspapers give 

news and information about many things. They inform people about political, social and cultural 

development. They also give us information about inventions and discoveries. Newspapers 

enable people to make their voice heard. 

                                         Newspapers help to reveal the wrongs and injustice done in society. 

They expose criminals and frauds. In this way ,they act as social reformers. We also get 

different magazine sections in the newspapers. People also get much G.K. and develop their 

personality. We find advertisements of new products and available jobs  in the newspapers. 

Newspapers are of great importantce in the present world without any doubt. So we can say 

that news papers are our true friends. 

                                                                          OR 
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Importance of Computer Learning : 

Points: New Trend - computerized system programmes - languages internet - emails fastest - 

in every field. 

ANSWER: 

This is the age of computers. The most important and the most useful invention of the modern 

age is the computer .Learning computers is the new trend. Computers are used in almost all the 

fields of life. Schools, hospitals, offices, railway stations ,bus stations, air ports.. all have 

computerized systems to run their daily operations.Hence computer learning is very important. 

It is very necessary to know varios like C ,Java, etc.which are used to develop computer 

software. Today, a person with a good knowledge of computers can make a good career in the 

field of Information Technology. Learning computers help us to use the internet and the email 

easily.Learning of computers is helpful to get a job very easily in most of the fields.Our 

education is incomplete without computer learning.It is the need of time.  

 

 23 Write any one of the following letters with the help of the clues given  :          (06) 

 You are Tirth chauhan, Aiya Nagar,Junavas, Madhapar .Write a letter to your neighbour 

complaining about the loud volume of his TV set.   

Points: appearing for SSC exams-classes in the morning-study at home—loud volume-cannot 

concentrate-request to lower  the volume 

Answer: 

                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                       Aiya Nagar,                                                                                            
                                                                                                  Junavas, 

                                                                                                     Madhapar. 
                                                                                                                  20, February,2015 

Dear Mr Parmar, 

                            I am writing this letter to request you to lower the volume of your  TV set 

As you know , I will be appearing for my SSC Board examination next month. I attend my 

classes in the morning and revise all the subject at home during the day. Nowadays, I study till 

midnight. But the loud volume of your TV set disturbs me. I cannot concentrate on my studies . I 

have often requested Mrs. Parmar to lower the volume , but in vain. 

                            I hope you will understand the situation and co operate. 

                                     Thank you. 

                                                                                                           Yours faithfully, 

                                                                                                           Tirth Chauhan 

_________________________ALL THE BEST____________________ 
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